
New Bidder Information

Full Company Name: __________________________________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________________________________

                  ____________________________________________________________________________

Preferred Types of Work (Select All Types You Prefer to Receive Invites for):
            (if the point of contact is different for each type of work, please indicate which contact applies to each type of work)

     �     Commercial / Retail                              Point of Contact:  ___________________________________

     �     Multi-Family                                            Point of Contact:  ___________________________________

     �     Tenant Interiors                                     Point of Contact:  ___________________________________

Preferred Locations to Perform Work (Select All Locations You Prefer to Receive Invites for):

     �     Northern Virginia                                                �     Central Virginia (Richmond Area)

     �     Maryland                                                               �     South of Richmond (includes North Carolina)

     �     Washington, DC                                                  �     All Areas

Please list any small / minority business certifications your company has. If none, please leave blank.

 ___________________________________________________________________________________

Additional Point of Contact #3

Name:  ___________________________________

Email: ____________________________________

Phone: ___________________________________

Cell: _____________________________________

Additional Point of Contact #2

Name:  ___________________________________

Email: ____________________________________

Phone: ___________________________________

Cell: _____________________________________

Additional Point of Contact #1

Name:  ___________________________________

Email: ____________________________________

Phone: ___________________________________

Cell: _____________________________________

Main Sales / Bid Point of Contact 

Name:  ___________________________________

Email: ____________________________________

Phone: ___________________________________

Cell: _____________________________________



 
SUBCONTRACTOR CODES  

Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for. 
If a code is not listed, please add the code and description at the end. 

 CSI CODE DESCRIPTION 

   

 01050 FIELD ENGINEERING 

 02000 SITEWORK 

 02050 DEMOLITION 

 02080 HAZARDOUS MATERIAL ABATEMENT 

 02090 MOLD REMEDIATION 

 02140 DEWATERING 

 02150 SHORING UNDERPINNING 

 02151 PILES 

 02152 CAISSONS 

 02153 AGGREGATE PIERS (GEOPIERS) 

 02154 DYNAMIC COMPACTION 

 02155 HELICAL PIERS 

 02170 SOIL NAILING 

 02300 SOIL POISONING / TREATMENT 

 02500 ASPHALT PAVING 

 02510 CURBS, SITE CONCRETE, ETC. 

 02520 CONCRETE PAVERS 

 02580 PAVEMENT MARKING AND STRIPING 

 02581 TRAFFIC COATINGS AND SEALANTS 

 02600 SITE UTILITIES 

 02605 ELECTRICAL UNDERGROUND UTILITIES 

 02820 FOUNTAINS 

 02830 FENCES/GATES 

 02870 SITE FURNISHINGS 

 02900 LANDSCAPING 

 02905 IRRIGATION 

 02907 BUS SHELTER STRUCTURES 

   

 03005 CONCRETE (READY MIXED CONCRETE) 

 03200 CONCRETE REINFORCEMENT 

 03250 GRAVEL SUPPLIERS 

 03300 CAST IN PLACE CONCRETE 

 03410 STRUCTURAL PRE-CAST 

 03411 PLANK 

 03455 ARCHITECTURAL PRECAST FABRICATORS 

 03461 GFRC FABRICATORS 

 03470 TILT UP CONTRACTORS 

 03480 ERECTION – TILT-UP CONCRETE 

 03490 CORE DRILLING 

 03730 POLISHED CONCRETE 

 03900 CONCRETE IMAGING (X-RAYS), GPR 

 03901 CONCRETE BORING AND SAW CUTTING 

   

 04000 MASONRY 

 04401 CAST STONE 



 
SUBCONTRACTOR CODES  

Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for. 
If a code is not listed, please add the code and description at the end. 

 CSI CODE DESCRIPTION 

   

 04450 CUT STONE/STONE VENEER 

 04710 SIMULATED STONE 

 04720 STONE AND GRANITE PANELS 

   

 05019 STRUCTURAL STEEL 

 05150 STEEL ERECTORS 

 05500 METAL FABRICATIONS (MISCELLANEOUS METALS) 

 05510 METAL RAILINGS 

 05511 DECORATIVE BOLLARDS 

 05700 ORNAMENTAL METAL 

 05720 GLASS RAILINGS 

   

 06100 ROUGH CARPENTRY 

 06110 FINISH CARPENTRY 

 06120 LUMBER SUPPLIERS 

 06150 WOOD FRAMING 

 06190 WOOD TRUSSES 

 06195 TIMBER FRAMING 

 06196 RECLAIMED WOOD 

 06197 GLULAMS 

 06210 FIXTURE INSTALLERS 

 06220 MILLWORK 

 06430 WOOD STAIRS AND RAILINGS 

 06600 FABRICATED FIBERGLASS COLUMNS, ETC. 

 06625 SOLID SURFACE COUNTERTOPS 

   

 07100 WATERPROOFING 

 07200 INSULATION 

 07220 SPRAY FOAM INSULATION 

 07240 EXTERIOR INSULATION FINISH SYSTEM – EIFS 

 07250 FIREPROOFING 

 07350 LIQUID VAPOR AIR BARRIER SYSTEM 

 07410 METAL WALL PANEL 

 07425 EXTERIOR WALL PANEL SYSTEM 

 07430 FIBER CEMENT PANELS 

 07460 SIDING 

 07500 ROOFING 

 07510 GREEN ROOFING 

 07800 SKYLIGHTS 

 07900 CAULKING – JOINT SEALERS 

   

 08100 DOORS AND HARDWARE 

 08301 COILING DOORS 

 08350 FOLDING DOORS AND GRILLES 

 08360 OVERHEAD DOORS 



 
SUBCONTRACTOR CODES  

Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for. 
If a code is not listed, please add the code and description at the end. 

 CSI CODE DESCRIPTION 

   

 08380 TRAFFIC/IMPACT DOORS 

 08460 AUTOMATIC ENTRANCE DOORS 

 08470 REVOLVING ENTRANCE DOORS 

 08475 SHOWER DOORS AND HARDWARE (HOTEL) 

 08500 METAL WINDOWS 

 08510 STEEL WINDOWS 

 08610 WOOD WINDOWS 

 08620 SHUTTERS 

 08810 GLASS AND GLAZING 

 08812 LARGE CURTAIN WALLS 

 08815 NANAWALL SYSTEMS 

 08871 SOLAR-CONTROL FILMS 

   

 09220 PORTLAND CEMENT PLASTER 

 09250 DRYWALL AND METAL FRAMING 

 09300 TILE 

 09310 CONCRETE COUNTERTOPS 

 09400 TERRAZZO 

 09450 STONE, MARBLE AND GRANITE 

 09520 ACOUSTICAL WALL TREATMENT 

 09530 FABRIC WALLS 

 09550 WOOD FLOORING 

 09570 ATHLETIC FLOORING 

 09670 CARPET AND VCT 

 09703 ARDEX FLOOR LEVELING 

 09707 EPOXY FLOORING 

 09900 PAINTING 

   

 10100 MISCELLANEOUS SPECIALTY ITEMS 

 10101 ALUMINUM SUN SCREENS (RETRACTABLE) 

 10151 TOILET ACCESSORIES 

 10200 LOUVERS AND VENTS 

 10270 ACCESS FLOORING 

 10300 FIREPLACE STOVES 

 10347 GAZEBOS, PERGOLAS 

 10350 FLAGPOLES 

 10400 SIGNS 

 10410 DIRECTORIES 

 10500 LOCKERS 

 10522 FIRE EXTINGUISHER CABINETS ACCESSORIES 

 10536 AWNINGS 

 10537 PANEL CANOPY SYSTEMS 

 10550 POSTAL SPECIALTIES 

 10605 WIRE MESH PARTITIONS 

 10606 VENTILATED SHELVING 



 
SUBCONTRACTOR CODES  

Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for. 
If a code is not listed, please add the code and description at the end. 

 CSI CODE DESCRIPTION 

   

 10650 OPERABLE PARTITIONS 

 10651 WALL & DOOR PROTECTION 

 10660 DEMOUNTABLE PARTITIONS 

 10801 HOTEL/FURNISHINGS/ACCESSORIES 

 10900 BIKE RACKS 

   

 11014 WINDOW WASHING SYSTEMS 

 11140 AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE EQUIPMENT 

 11150 PARKING CONTROL EQUIPMENT 

 11160 LOADING DOCK EQUIPMENT 

 11172 WASTE COMPACTORS 

 11400 FOOD SERVICE EQUIPMENT 

 11452 APPLIANCES 

 11600 GYM EQUIPMENT 

   

 12050 MATS & FLOOR GRILLES 

 12300  MANUFACTURED CASEWORK 

 12500 WINDOW TREATMENTS BLINDS 

 12701 BLEACHERS AND BENCHES 

   

 13010 RAISED ACCESS FLOORING SYSTEMS 

 13121 PRE-ENGINEERED BUILDINGS 

 13122 METAL BUILDING ERECTORS 

 13152 SWIMMING POOLS 

 13400 BIRD CONTROL 

 13490 RADIATION SHIELDING 

   

 14200 ELEVATORS 

 14202 CONVEYOR SYSTEMS 

 14410 LIFTS 

   

 15000 MECHANICAL 

 15300 FIRE PROTECTION 

 15400 PLUMBING 

 15500 HVAC – HEATING, VENTILATING AND AIR CONDITIONING 

 15650 REFRIGERATION 

   

 16000 ELECTRICAL 

 16720 ALARM DETECTION SYSTEMS 

 16800 SOUND AND VIDEO 

   

 If your code is not listed above, please list the code and description here: 
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	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow25_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow26_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow27_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow28_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow29_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow30_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow31_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow32_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow33_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow34_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow35_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow36_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow37_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow38_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow39_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow40_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow41_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow42_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow43_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow44_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow45_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow46_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow47_3: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow1_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow2_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow3_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow4_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow5_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow6_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow7_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow8_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow9_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow10_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow11_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow12_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow13_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow14_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow15_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow16_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow17_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow18_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow19_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow20_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow21_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow22_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow23_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow24_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow25_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow26_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow27_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow28_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow29_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow30_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow31_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow32_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow33_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow34_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow35_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow36_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow37_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow38_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow39_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow40_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow41_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow42_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow43_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow44_4: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow45_4: 
	If your code is not listed above please list the code and description hereRow1: 
	If your code is not listed above please list the code and description hereRow1_2: 
	SUBCONTRACTOR CODES Place a check in the box next to all codes you prefer to receive Invites for If a code is not listed please add the code and description at the endRow46_4: 
	If your code is not listed above please list the code and description hereRow2: 
	If your code is not listed above please list the code and description hereRow2_2: 
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